
CUMBRIA PENSIONS COMMITTEE

Meeting date: 10th December 2018

From: Julie Crellin, Director of Finance (S151 Officer)

CUMBRIA LGPS DATA QUALITY REVIEW 

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 Whilst it is considered that the Fund’s data is of a good standard, 
maintaining a data improvement plan and continually striving to 
improve data quality is considered to be good practice.

1.2 Your Pension Service (YPS) carried out a review of data in October 
2018 specifically looking at items that the Pensions Regulator refers to 
as ‘common and specific data’ and this assessment indicated over 99% 
was present and accurate. 

1.3 Retaining good quality data within the Fund is paramount to ensuring 
effective governance and administration of members’ pension records. 
A data improvement plan was presented to the Pensions Committee in 
September 2018. This plan detailed the actions being taken to further 
improve the quality of data across the Fund.

1.4 This report summarises the actions being taken to improve data quality 
within the Fund.

2.0 STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1 Robust governance arrangements, including measures to ensure the Fund holds 
good quality data, help to ensure good management of the Fund ensuring scheme 
member benefits are paid correctly and on time and help to contribute to 
investment performance. 

2.2 There are no specific equality implications arising out of the 
recommendations of this report.



3.0 RECOMMENDATION

The Committee is recommended to:

3.1 note progress towards further improving the quality of data held by the 
Fund.

4.0 BACKGROUND

4.1 The Pension Regulator’s Code of Practice 14 detailing the governance and 
administration of public sector pension schemes notes under section 138 
that “Schemes should continually review their data and carry out a data 
review exercise at least annually. This should include an assessment of the 
accuracy and completeness of the member information held”.

4.2 The Fund regularly reviews the quality of data held by the Fund and, in 
September, this was consolidated into a report for Pensions Committee. 
That report concluded that, whilst data quality in the Fund is of a good 
standard, various improvements could be made and data improvement plan 
was developed.

4.3 This report first updates the Pensions Committee on data quality within the 
Fund and then details progress against the actions within the Data 
Improvement Plan (presented as Appendix 1 to this report).

Scheme Return:

4.4 Each year, every LGPS Fund is required under the Pensions Act 2004 to 
complete a Scheme Return to the Pensions Regulator. The Scheme Return 
includes up to date contact details for Pensions Committee and Local 
Pension Board members, key officers, employers as well as information 
related to membership numbers. 

4.5 In 2018/19, for the first time, LGPS funds were required to report on the 
quality of common and scheme-specific data in their Scheme Return. 

4.6 Common data are basic data items which are used to identify scheme 
members. These data items are required to be held by all pension schemes 
(not just LGPS Funds).  These include: 

 First name or initials
 Surname
 Address
 Postcode
 Date of birth
 National insurance number
 Sex
 Expected retirement/maturity date (target retirement age)
 Date pensionable service started, membership/policy start date or first 

contribution date Membership status e.g. active, deferred, pensioner. 



 Last status event – the date at which the membership status last 
changed e.g. from active to deferred

 Membership status e.g. active, deferred, pensioner. 

4.7 Scheme-specific (conditional) data includes data which is key to running a 
LGPS Fund and its meeting legal obligations. This includes: 

 Employment records such as employer name, salary records, service 
history

 Employee and employer contribution history
 Information on the value of the member’s pension, such as the last 

estimated value, the date of the estimate and how the pension benefit 
was calculated

 Any benefit specifics like GMP entitlement, HMRC protections or cash 
entitlements

 Specific data items set out in legislation such as the transaction 
records set out for public service pension schemes.

4.8 In July 2018, the Pensions Regulator issued guidance as to how to calculate 
a Fund’s data score. Cumbria submitted its Scheme Return to the regulator 
ahead of the deadline of 6th November 2018.

4.9 Based on these criteria, Cumbria’s common data score as at October 2018 
was 99.36% present and accurate. The Fund’s scheme specific conditional 
data was scored as being 99.25% present and accurate.

Pending Leavers:

4.10 In September 2018, Pensions Committee were informed of our commitment 
to improving pending leaver information. The Fund had 3,562 members who 
were not actively contributing into the Fund but were still classified as active 
members. These records indicate that the member has become a deferred 
or pensioner member or has deceased but their record has yet to be fully 
updated.

4.11 Whilst there will always be a number of members who are classified as a 
pending leaver due to the time taken to process the information, the current 
level of pending leavers is considered to be high. Where the Fund has 
incomplete information such that it cannot fully process a leaver into a 
deferred, deceased or pensioner record, the Actuary may be required to 
estimate the missing information. In this instance the Actuary can be 
expected to take a prudent view and this may have a negative effect on the 
valuation (i.e. increase the liability figure) and therefore result in an increase 
to the employer contributions calculated at the next valuation. It is therefore 
in the interest of both the Fund and the Fund’s employers to seek to 
minimise the number of pending leavers within the Fund.

4.12 To attempt to reduce the number of pending leavers within the Fund, all 
employers with pending leavers have been contacted and requested to 
undertake work to clarify the position of the scheme members and, if 
appropriate, submit leaver forms to YPS.



4.13 Employers have been asked to submit this information to YPS by the end of 
November 2018 to give YPS time to update their systems for the 2019 
valuation. 

4.14 Officers have set an ambitious target of reducing the number of pending 
leavers by 70% from this exercise by promoting the financial benefits of this 
to scheme employers. An update on the success of this exercise will be 
given to Committee in March. 

National Fraud Initiative:

4.15 The National Fraud Initiative (NFI) is a compulsory exercise carried out 
every two years that matches electronic data within and between public and 
private sector bodies to prevent and detect fraud. These bodies include the 
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), police authorities, local 
probation boards, fire and rescue authorities as well as local councils and a 
number of private sector bodies. By using data matching/analytics to 
compare different datasets across these organisations, the NFI is able to 
identify potentially fraudulent claims and overpayments. In addition to the 
mandatory requirement for completing this exercise every 2 years, Cumbria 
Pension Fund undertake a similar exercise every 6 months.

4.16 It is important to note that a match through the NFI does not automatically 
mean a fraud has been committed. There may be an explanation for a data 
match that prompts the Fund to update its records and/or improve its 
systems.

4.17 Nationally in 2016, the NFI identified £85.1m in payments to individuals who 
were obtaining the pension payments of a deceased person (although this 
was not solely limited to the LGPS).

4.18 For Cumbria LGPS the June 2017 NFI exercise identified 14 deaths with 
overpaid pensions amounting to £12,500. On identifying these cases, 
payments were immediately suspended and the accrued overpayments 
were actively pursued. To date, 13 overpayments have been successfully 
recovered, and one case has so far been unable to be traced, with a value of 
£450.

4.19 The Fund received the results of the latest NFI exercise in August 2018 
which has identified 25 cases of over payment. The Fund has either fully 
recovered or has a recovery plan in place for 12 of these cases. The Fund is 
currently considering the remaining 13 cases on an individual basis and will 
develop an action plan to resolve these including immediate rectification of 
any ongoing payments and a plan to recoup any overpayments where it is 
economically viable to do so. 

4.20 Whilst the Fund will not tolerate any fraudulent activity, it is recognised that 
overpayments may have been made in error and to vulnerable older people. 
Officers will treat these cases compassionately whilst still aiming to protect 
the assets of the Fund.



Mercer Ltd - Data Quality Exercise:

4.21 Mercer Ltd undertook a data quality exercise as at 31st March 2018 with the 
results being received by the Fund in October. 

4.22 The results of this exercise reinforced an understanding of the quality of data 
of the Fund, i.e. that the quality of data held by the Fund but there were 
areas for potential improvement e.g. with pending leavers as detailed below. 

4.23 The review did however note that there was a notable number of scheme 
members with no data related to their spouse / co-habiting partner. This is 
important as spouses / co-habiting partners are entitled to a survivors benefit 
in the event of the death of a scheme member. Without knowledge of this 
information, the Fund’s liabilities may potentially be under calculated. The 
actuary may therefore be required to prudently estimate the impact this may 
have on liabilities of the Fund. 

4.24 Additionally it is important for the scheme member to record this information 
with the Fund so as their spouse / co-habiting partner receives the benefits 
to which they entitled in the event of the scheme member’s death.

4.25 Officers will discuss this issue with the Actuary and other Funds to consider 
how best to resolve this matter and ensure the Fund’s data is up to date as 
possible.

Member Tracing

4.26 The main factor contributing to missing “common data” relates to the Fud not 
having an accurate address for scheme members. Whilst the number of 
active members and pensioners with inaccurate addresses is very low the 
Fund does have a number of deferred members where the address is 
incomplete or inaccurate.

Address Fails Membership %age fails
Active Members 54                      15,891             0.3%
Deferred Members 1,470                25,669             5.7%
Pensioners 300                   15,980             1.9%
Total 1,824                57,540             3.2%

4.27 In addition to those deferred members where the Fund is aware it holds an 
inaccurate / incomplete address, there is also a risk that deferred members 
have moved their home address without advising the Fund. Consequently 
the true position may be worse than reflected in the table above.

4.28 The Fund will be employing a data tracing agency to attempt to verify the 
correct address of all deferred members and the active members and 
pensioners that are known to have an inaccurate address.

4.29  The national LGPS Framework has recently launched a new framework for 
member tracing which the Fund. Advice has been received from the 
Council’s Legal Services and (subject to the usual procurement approval 



processes within the Council) a direct award from the framework is expected 
in December.

4.30 The Fund has not previously undertaken such a robust member tracing 
exercise but, as much of this tracing is automated by the contractor, the 
Fund has set an ambitious target to reduce them number of scheme 
members with missing addresses by 80% before 31st March 2019.

Scheme Member Communications:

4.31 The Local Pension Board reviewed the data improvement plan at its last 
meeting in October and suggested that a further exercise should be 
undertaken to review all standard correspondence sent to scheme members 
from YPS. This review will consider how easy the correspondence is to 
understand and, if appropriate, amendments will be proposed to YPS. The 
wider Council finance team will be requested to support this review to avoid 
this being undertaken by staff with pre-existing knowledge of the pension 
scheme. 

4.32 No timeframe has currently been set for the completion of this exercise as 
this will be dependent upon the volume of standard letters that YPS have. 
An update on this exercise will be given to the Local Pension Board at its 
next meeting in January.

5.0 OPTIONS

5.1 The Pensions Committee may note the actions that have been taken to 
review data quality within the Fund and the future work as detailed in the 
data improvement plan (Appendix 1). 

5.2 Alternatively the Committee may propose alternative or additional areas of 
work to be considered that may improve the quality of data held by the Fund.

6.0 RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

6.1 Improved governance aids the Fund in running efficiently and effectively, 
controlling costs and helps to achieve its actuarially defined investment 
returns. 

6.2 The quality of data held by the Fund may have a direct impact on the funding 
level at the next triennial valuation and therefore all employers’ contribution 
rates.  This will have an impact on the Fund Employers’ revenue budgets.

7.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1 There are no direct legal implications arising from this report. 



8.0 CONCLUSION

8.1 Data quality is important to the Fund as, as well as being a requirement of 
the Pensions Regulator.  It impacts on member experience, may affect the 
employer contributions at the next valuation and can impact the reputation of 
the Fund.

J Crellin
Director of Finance (s.151 Officer)
10th December 2018

APPENDICES

Appendix 1 - Data Quality Improvement Plan 2018/19.

Electoral Division(s): All

Executive Decision No*

Key Decision No*

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan? N/A*

Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency? No*

N/A*If exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained?

No*Has this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny?
If so, give details below.

N/A*Has an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been 
undertaken?

No*Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken?

PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS

None
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